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: INDUCTION

Tenancy is an important institution in Kansas agriculture. Approximately

37 percent of all farm operators in Kansas were tenants according to the

Census of 194-5. An additional 22.3 percent were part-owners, liecrly 55 per-

cent of the farm land in Kansas in 194-5 was operated under a landlord-tenant

arrangement. An understanding, then, of such an institution as tenancy is

necessary for one who is interested in proposing a program designed to benefit

agriculture as a whole.

Personnel of the Extension Service frequently report that they find

themselves facing a difficult obstacle when they attempt to carry a program

to tenant farmers. This indicates that many of the conditions which surround

tenancy at the present time make good husbandry difficult and soraeti

impractical from the individual operator's viewpoint.

It is generally agreed that some tenancy is necessary and desirable if

a satisfactory land tenure system is to be achieved. The amount of tenancy

that would be desirable has never been agreed upon by people who have studied

the subject, but it would seem that this is not of major importance so long as

the land provides a satisfactory living to those who till it and is at the

same time conserved.

Owner-operatorship of family-sized farms has been the goal advocated by

many students of the problem. However, the increasingly large capital

requirements necessary to operate the modern farm have made ownership im-

practical for many people in the farming profession. This has led many to the

conclusion that tenancy itself needs to be improved. These students feel that

the correction of some of the undesirable conditions that surround tenancy

would aid agriculture to achieve some of its goals better than would the

abolition of tenancy and the encouragement of a policy which would have as



its goal a higher percentage of owner-operatorship. It must be borne in mind

that if anyone proposes less tenancy, he should have in mind same superior

form of tenure as a replacement.

Understanding is a prerequisite to the advocacy of any proposal designed

to correct or improve tenancy. It is the object of this thesis to aid in

such understanding. An attempt was made to describe and analyze the crop-

share-plus-cash lease as it actually works on Kansas farms. Customary pro-

visions of the lease were studied and described. Description by itself was

not thoucht to be adequate, however. An attempt was made to deterndne just

what effect the established provisions of the lease wo-uld have on the action

of the landlord and tenant as they performed their various functions.

When it was established that the lease commonly used in Kansas had

certain undesirable characteristics, suggestions were made for improvement.

:;vcr, the primary purpose of tho thesis iras not to propose changes but

to describe, analyze and to indicate where and why changes were necessary.

The crop-shar-e-pluc- lease was used for this study for a number of

reasons. It is the lease most frequently used in Kansas. As a result it was

possible to collect considerable data relating to this type of lease. The

crop-share lease is very similar to the crop-share-plus-cash lease in many of

its provisions. Because of this the study of cither would yield much that

could be applied to the other and as a result much of the discussio" t be

said to have a dual purpose. The livestock-share lease has received rather

intensive study in Kansas by other individuals. For tltis reason it was

thought that attention directed toward another lease would be helpful.

The materials used to accomplish tliis purpose were of two general types.

Data were collected to descri crop-share-plus-cash lease. at the

data were collected by the mail questionnaire method. Information collected



previously by other individuals was also used to indicate trends or changes

in certain provisions of the leasing arrangements. The second approach used

was deductive in nature. Economic theory was used as a tool to explain the

influence of leasing arrangements on the behavior of lessor and lessee. The

individual firm analysis under competitive conditions was applied to farm

leasing systems.

The procedure was to use both empirical data and economic theory in

conjunction. Empirical data x/ere used to describe tenancy in general and

to discuss customary leasing arrangements. Economic theory was used to

explain observed phenomena and to indicate the effects of different

alternatives.

REVIEW CF LITERATI'.

In reviewing the literature appropriate to this thesis it was dis-

covered that the subject could be divided logically into two parts. G

part pertained to that literature wliich described the collection, analysis

and interpretation of farm tenancy data. The other related to the theoretical

treatment of farm leasing systems.

The Collection, Analysis, and Interpretation of Farm Tenancy Data

The majority of tliis section pertains to studies w'lich have been c

ducted at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station. Rm reason for con-

fining much of the review of literature to Kansas was that a number of

studies of this type which had been done in various parts of the country

were similar in content and procedure. For this reason only certain general

and specific uork prepared outside of Kansas will be reviewed.



Tenancy Studi.es in Kansas . In 3 . E. Gr. dl a bulletin

ch was the first Eansc blication on the subject of

tenancy .3- The date. re obtr count:".

Kansas in the years 1914* 1915, and 1916. Gr: ' four

types cf leases in common use i: - c,

the crop-share lease, t - and the stoc j lease,

similarity of the share-cash and the crop-share leases was noted,

observed that ca3h 3 obably pre ore objectionable conditions

than any of the other methods in use. Although the stock-share lease v

least common of the foiir, wed that this lee.se produced the most

desi: 'itions. It - oted t:

limited application.

The following recommendations for the improvement of tenancy in Kar

were given by Grimes t^

1. A wider adoption of the stock-share locse.

2. Elimination of absentee ownership of land.

3 . Provision of better
farms rented for cash or for a r

soil fertility on
e crc

A* Lcs and the provision of better oppcrt

:>dore Macklin collected farm tenure data from farmers by means of a

stateiride mail survey.3 The purpose of this study was to determine

farmers in Kansas attained and at 1 to atta"

results showed, among other things, that 67.6 percc the farmers studied

. E« Grimes, "Farm Lease raisac,' '-cultural Experiment
Station Bulletin Ho. 221). rattan, Kansas, 1919).

:Loc. cit.

-Theodore Ilacklin, Unpublished Data, Kansas State College Experiment
Station (Manhattan, s, 1919).

^^^^^^^m



had previously been tenan J
,

:iglund in cooperation with the United States Department of Agri-

culture in 1923 made an intend*. 7 by pt 1 interview in Jewell and

:son counties.--- The purpose of this survey was similar to the one pre-

viously completed by Macklin.

Larson in 1930, utilizing further the data xaade available by

cklin and Englund, presented facts regarding land tenure with special

emphasis on conditions in and cons:: the criticisms of the insti-

tution of tenanc; . noted that a crop which had s : turnover, a small

investment in working capital, Hid a ready market was the one which was

eBpliasised by the tenant. The \/heat belt in Kansas at that time had the

highest rate of tenancy of any of the £!

observed that one means of improving the institution of tenancy was

the adoption of satisfactory lear. fallowing requirements

of a desirable lease:

1. One which insures the tenant the farm for a number of years.

. One 11 pay the tenant for improvements be makes.

3. On 1 insures the tenant a fair profit.

U+ One % owner that lant does not carry on
an exploitative type of f ;

:

In 193 . . Grimes prepared a Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station

Circular entitled "The Stool: Share Lease". ' Grimes mentioned the limitations

ric Englund, Unpublished Data, Kansas State College experiment Station
(Manhattan, Kansas, 1923)*

arald Larson, "Certain Economic Aspects of Farm Tenure in Kansac' .

Unpublished Mast; hesis ( State College, Manhattan, Kansas, 1930).

3cp. cit.

%. E. Grimes, "The Stock-Share Lease". Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station Circular Ho. 155 (Manhat, .nsas, 193 .



of the stock-share lease, but reported that Kansas conditions were such that its

:>tion should be more widespread. The use of this lease was thought by C-ri

to be one method of correcting some of the evils of ter Crimes supplied

instructions for the drawing of the lease and indicated the necessary provisions.

In 1942 McCoy prepared a thesis concerning the contributions of the land-

lord and tenant under provisions of the stock-share lease.1 He used data from

the farm account books of the Kansas Farm Management Associations. The stoc:

-

share lease circular was revised in the same year by McCoy and Grimes. Sections

on the factors affecting the contributions of the landlord and tenant, the

tabillty of the stock-share lease, the customary arrangements of the stock-s'iare

lease, and a test of fairness were added. The circular was again revised by

McCoy in 194-3 with a number of new additions.

During IS39 and 194-0 considerable information was collected on farm

tenancy in Kansas by the Experiment Station. Two manuscripts resulted from

these data — a thesis by Hilding Anderson*^ and a mimeographed report by Harold

Howe.3 Both writers were interested in presenting a factual picture of farm

tenancy in Kansas. In connection with these above two studies, 200 personal

interview schedules were obtained in four counties — Anderson, Ford, ] :on

and Smith. During that same year 5,000 questionnaires were mailed to farmers

throughout the state and approximately S75 replies were received. In 1940 an

additional 23,000 questionnaires were mailed to farmers throughout the state

and approximately 3,000 replies were received. The mailing lists were secured

John H. McCoy, "Contributions of Landlord and Tenant under the Stock-
share Lease". Unpublished master's thesis, Kansas State College, Manhattan,
Kansas, lc

,. .

Hilding Anderson, "The Farm Tenancy Situation in Kansas". Unpublished
master's thesis, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas, 1940.

-^Harold Howe, "Facts on Farm Tenancy in Kansas". " ricultural Economics
Report No. 30, Kansas Anricultnral l:~eriment Static inhattan, Kansas, 1945).



from county agents, and the number of questionnaires mailed was based upon the

number of tenants in the county according to the 1935 census. In addition

to the material used from the questionnaires both manuscripts were supple-

mented by United States Census data for 1930 and 1935.

Anderson gave as Ms purpose an attempt to present a factual picture

of the farr tenancy situation in Kansas as it then existed together with

trends and developments of preceding periods. A definite relationship

between the "type of fanning and rate of tenancy was noted. At that tine

51 percent of the cash grain farms were operated by tenants. Fruit farms

had the lowest rate of tenancy with 19.3 percent of this type of farm being

operated by tenants. Ho observed that there were four principal types of

leases in Kansas — cash, crop-share, share—cash, and stock-share. The

re-cash lease was found to be most popular. It represented 4-9.4- percent

of all leases. The cas lease and the stc re lease were of minor im-

portance relative to the share-cash and the crop-share leases. Thirty-five

percent of Kansas tenants were found to live on the same farm not more than

one year while Al percent remained on the same farm for five years or rore.

Anderson said that 47 percent of the leasing contracts in the state were in

writing. The written lease was relatively more important in eastern than

in western Kansas.

Howe, usinc some of the same data as Anderson, supplemented it with

additional material secured from landowners throughout the state. .-..cation-

naires were mailed to 9,44-0 individual and corporate landlords. From the

total of 3,326 landowners responding, 3,070 of them were individual owners

and 256 were corporate owners. The objective of Howe's report was to present

a general picture of the tenancy situation. The study consisted of a



discussion of the general characteristics of tenure in Kansas; the tenant,

the landowner, both individual and corporate, and the lease. The extent to

which the various types of leases were used in Kansas was discussec.

special interest was the inclusion of suggested lease forms for the crop-

share plus cash lease, the crop-share lease and the cash lease.

In 1948 Anderson, together with Coolidge sake a case study of long

tenure fais leases in West Central Kansas.1 The factors reported as being

important to a long !!! lease were size of farm and adequacy of 3 ,

clear understanding and agreement as to all important aspectc of the lease,

equitable division c IXBI under a 1 ;;creent adjusted to each

farm, honesty and trustworthiness of . : lies to the contract, and the

ability of both landowner and tenant to cooperate.

ies Outside Kansas. . In consider: les prepared

outside Kano. . . r made no attempt to review all I . It has

been c - - prior to 1941 approximately 160 studies had been under-

taken to invc ncy in sane form.2 For this reason certain pub-

lications wo: -ive or descriptive of one

elsewhere

.

. ji-man prepared a bulletin entitled "Farm Leases for

Illinois.3 In this publication they defined the four nost widely used leases

. nderson nfl John I!. Coolidge, ^Factors in Stabilized Farm

Tenancy", Dc_ Ticnltxiral Economics Contribution gft« 14-6 (Manhattan,

cas, 1943).
2
Jooeph k i, "Status and Appraisal of I ih In Farm Tenancy",

Journal o, Economics . DUX, No. 1, February, 1941.

. «e r Hlinois",
Uni\ of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Circular No. 503,

(Urbana, Illinois, 194: .



in Illinois cs: the cash lec.se, the crop-share-cash lease, the livestock-

share lease end the manager-operator agreement. As a basis for analysing

these leases Ccse and A o studied 70 fara leases from life luawtOM

EXiies, farm ranagor, a- ovnors. They secured inforsiation on the

following points:

1. Reservations of landlords.

2. Guarantees and contributions of ix

3. Settlement of debt.

4. Operations and cultural practices required of the tenant.

-cussed the r enancy in South Dakota and pointed

out that t had been steadily increasing since 1?10 i t 75 per-

. of the farmers in Sou >ta leased all or jiart of the land they

farmed.^ The 1... - of various 1 In South ? ecns:idered and

car g possible es in 1 re

riadc. ition, each type of lease was considered separately as to the

following points: advantages, disc le

lease, and tc:

Publications si liar to that mentioned above are availab; e for a

/rity of 1 • in describing a ".uating

- studies, used the follow.' les in his classification of these

2
studies:

rs, "Leasing and Leases in South Dakota",
South Dakota State Colder .;ion Service Circular H . ', (Brc

ta, 1939).

2Ackercan, gj>. cit . p. 277.



Table 1. Classification of tenancy studies by type and source of data prior

to 1933.

""it™" : : All : :

Types : Survey: Census : Questionnaire : Three: Misc.: Experimental

Description 18 6

Effects on tenure 6 4

ects of tenure 10 3

34 13

2

1 1

2

2

2

Table 2, Classification of tenancy studies by type and source of data 1933
to date.

Types
: : : : Census
: Survey : Census : Questionnaire : other Miscellaneous

Description 4

ects on tenure 3

Effects cf tenure 6

Ttni lyimnln' 'mi 1

—'•' -

1

1

10

16

J5L

9

3

2

ML

Prior to 1933 considerable emphasis was placed on description. Since

that tine the trend has been toward analysis and interpretation. sr,

a certain amount of description will always be necessary if the economy

remains dynamic.

In 194S Pine attempted to determine the net income to land. AltL

situations in Kansas were used, the principle involved in this dissertation

Pine, "Methods of Classifying Kansas Land Accordine to Economic
Productivity". Unpublished Ph. D. thesis (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minnesota, 19-'.
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had general application. bad ct method was employed to arrive at the net

income to land. Long-time prices and standards uere considered in prepari

the budget. Before the net income to land was calculated, allowance -..as

.c for certain fixed expenses 3uch as building expense and land taxes the

landlord must meet. The significance of this work as applied to farm tenancy

is that it uas an attempt to arrive at the true productivity of the land. An

important step has been made for arriving at an equitable lease if the pro-

ductivity of land and buildings is known.

The Economic Theory of Farm Leasing Systems

Alfred Marshall stated that the common leasing arrangement of his day

0-1920 in England) was between two partners — a sleeping partner, the

landlord j and a working partner, the tenant.1 He observed that if the

tenant paid a fixed annua] payment, the Idcardian theory of rent did not

apply.

rshall made the point that although the share rent does not chan

the actual rent may differ in other , is may be accomplished by vary-

the duties that are normally attendant to one or the other of the parties.

If the tenant's contract was only for one year then he might be forced to

apply :rore labor and capital to the land in order to keep the land for another

3hall added, however, that custom is a protective force against any

sudden or violent change in contractual rent. Marshall made a distinction

between the "metayer" system of the Old World and the share system of the new

Alfrc '., Principles of Economics, Book VI, Chapter 10, Sth
Edition (London: Macmlllan and Company, 194-7).



world and contrasted botii these plans with the English system. The strict

metayer system was characterized by the share going "to **• landlord being just

one-half, although it later was relaxed to include other shares. In the n

wox- landlord's share was not only one-half but also other 3hares as

well. The following statement might be cited as evidence of his belief that

the English system was superior!

"For, when the cultivator has to give to his landlord Mlf of
the returns to each dose of capital and labor that he applies to the
land, it will not be to his interest to apply any doses the return
to which is less than twice enough to reward him."^

The metayer system, however, according to Marshall, was advantageous when

the holdings are small, when the tenant is poor, and when the landlord is not

averse to taking much trouble about small things.

In closing the chapter Marshall pointed out that the English system had

the advantage of protecting the tenant for any improvements he might have made.

This provision is a part of English law.

In 1941 Schickele, approaching the problem from the standpoint of the

individual firm as did Marshall, considered the effects of tenure on the

efficiency of the farm.2 The problem was analyzed from the standpoint of the

owner-operator, the cash tenant, the crop share tenant, rnd the stock-share

tenant. Briefly his analysis was as follows:

The owner operator's point of optimum intensity will exactly coincide with

the point of optimum intensity for the entrepreneur. His certainty of occupancy

ales him to equalize Ms returns fron his durable and non-durable factors.

•'•Ibid., p. 644.

2Rainer Schickele, "Effects of Tenure Systems on Agricultural Efficiency",
Journal of cs, XXIII Bo. 1, February, 1941.
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Whan land is operated lem of tenancy, t :it

of optimum 1 .-.aximum effic reached. When the tenant

receives only his share of the marginal product, he will produce at a smaller

output than he would if he vere the inner-op . ;he tenant's length

of stay on the farm is an unknown quantit , Eficulty in getting equi-

marginal returns on all his capital invested. This is true since he will be

reluctant to invest in those enterprises such as fruit ti ?.iry cattle,

and beef cattle which are of semi-permanent nature.

Schickele era some adjustments that might be made to improve the

tenancy situation. Cc tion for tu-jexhausted improvements would reduce the

effect of dual control over the durable and non-durable factors of production.

Security of tenure would facilitate the balancing of long-run and short-run

production plans. pointed out, however, that the tenant should not be

unduly protected fr~ etition. Long term leases are not essential to

security of tenure. Compensation for unexhausted improvements and certain

other rights of occupancy could establish a reasonable degree of tenure security

as the English system indicat. .

Earl 0. Heady in 194-7 made a contribution to the theory of farm leasi

systems.1 His method of ftp was to first consider the perfect lea

system and then to study actual leasing systems and thereby see in what ways

they were inadequate.

He pointed out that if production were carried to the point of optlaan

output, under the crop-share system as determined by the cost-price relation-

ships of the market, the landlord must share in the cost of the variable

carl 0. Heady, "Economics of Farm Leasing Systems", Journal of Farm
Economics. XXH Ho. 3, August, 1947.



factors of production as he would in the total product of the farm. Heady

observed that when the crop-share-plus-cash 1 used, emphasis would

he placed upon grain crops if the cash paid for hay and pasture crops is

higher than the productivity of these crops woi<ld warrant.

He also considered the stock-shrrc l<x\;:c and reported that the points

of equi-marginal returns and optimum output were more nearly reached with

this type of lease than with any other. Heady added, however, that all

imperfections grew out of practices surrounding the lease rather than from

imperfections inherent in the lease itself.

DESIGIT OF SAMPLE

Most of the data used in this thesis were collected by the use of a mail

survey in July and August, 1948. The mailing lists of tenant farmers were

compiled with the cooperation of the Production and Marketing Administration

and the Kansas State College Extension Service. County agents were asked to

cooperate with the local PMA offices and select every tenth full tenant and

part-owner in the files of the PMA office. Ninety-six of the 105 counties

responded with mailing lists.

Questionnaires wore mailed during the latter part of July and the first

part of August. Two reminder cards were mailed, one xd.thin 10 days after the

original questionnaire was mailed and the other within 15 days.

A total of 6,659 questionnaires \-ras mailed to tenants, some of which were

lA copy of the questionnaire used is included in the appendix.

2Counties not responding with mailing lists: Coffey, Doniphan, Ellsworth,
Greeley, Lincoln, Marshall, Pottawatomie, Smith and Wabaunsee.
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part-owners. Approximately 1,4.00 questionnaires were returned constituting

a 21 percent response.1 Of the returns, 1131 or 17 percent of the original

6,659 were usable. In Kansas, according to the 194-5 census, there vere

38,152 tenants including part-owners. The 1,131 usable questionnaires con-

stituted slightly more than a one percent sample of the universe. Of the

1,131 mentioned, 546 were full tenants. Only data from full tenants were

used in this thesis. The discussion was limited to full tenants because it

was thought there might be differences in the behavior of tenants and part-

owners as they operated under the various lease; .

The method of collecting the data might have two criticisms: (1) because

the mailing list was compiled by various individuals in the counties, control

of the sample was lost; and (2) the use of the mail questionnaire usually

introduces response bias. An attempt was made to indicate the amount of bias

due to the mail survey and the direction in which it might lie.

In order to indicate the bias which might have occurred under such cir-

cumstances, the sample was compared with a feeder-cattle wheat survey made

in the spring of 1943. This survey was conducted by the personal intend.

.

method and was drawn at the Iowa State Statistical Laboratory at Ames, Iowa

for the Bureau of Agricultural Econo . In drawing Sample I, the state

divided into a Ir.r e number of segments containing approximately four farms

each. A random sample of the segments was drawn and each farmer included

1a list of counties with the number of mailed questionnaires and the
responses from each is included in Table 13, Appendix. In interpretating

plates that follow it may be borne in mind that some one county may-
have a high concentration of dots due to a heavy response from that count .

For the state as a whole, hoi/ever, uneven response was the exception rather
rule.

2It will be referred to tliroughout this section as Sample I. The tenancy
study conducted by nail questionnaire will be referred to as Sample II.
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was interviewed personally. Of the 791 farners interviewed 243 were tenant

farmers. These 243 farms were c i with Sample II on the basis of total

acres.

Statistically, there was no significant difference between the arithmetic

means of the two sample . This is shown by the information which follows.

Total acres yer farm

Sample I Sample II

Arithmetic mean 375 398

Standard deviation 4C9 391

An additional comparison was made between Sample I and Sample II. This

comparison is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. A comparison of Sample I and Sample II by size groir .

Total : Number of far Fer c ent of farms fit]ected no. of ft;
acres : in Sampl s II /l
per : Sample 1 : Sample II I Sample I : Sample II
farm :

• •
•

C-179 8/ 129 34.6 23.6 1S9
0-359 • 81 215 33.3 39.4 182

360-539 37 97 15.3 17.8 84
540-719 1'. 46 7.8 M 42
720-899 10 21 .3 3.9 22
900-1079 4 10 1.6 1.8 9
r ore than

lc: 1 '

3.3 5.1 v

II 2*3 5ifi 1C0.0 1C0.C 546

The difference in the two groups of data occur principally in the first

two size groups. This was partially expected since the lerger farmers tend

to respond better relatively than do smaller farmers. If Sample II were to

follow Sample I the number of occurences for each sizi group in column 3

should have been the same as those in column 6. Sample II would have been

more nearly correct had the number of farms in group 1 been larger and the

1
George ". Snedccor, Statistical Methods, Chapter 4, 3rd Edition, (Iowa

State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1940).



ramber in grc slier* occirr would

probably lie- 1

e data for Ss; ted for bias according to

the amount that it differed frc Le I. It use decided, however, that this

would not be done because ->le I.

In the discussion that follows, the data from Sartple II were used as

they wc - :;n from the s< . -ring an;-' of these data , one

uld bear ir. mind that the data were probably 1. It was thought,

however, that it was the rest information available on the subject to be

discussed.

(33KF.RAL DESCRIPTION TIAI3CY ET KABSAS

The purpose of this section was to give sore of the general characteris-

tics of tenancy in Ki to establish, a background for the discussion

of the crop-share plus cash lease which is to follow later.

Types of Leases

oh of the data in this thesis were presented on the basis of type-of-

farming . Division of the state into type-of-faming areas has recer

considerable emphasis from certain individuals. •*• It was thought that this

division of the state son] ssihle the comparison of - ore homogener

I .
"

| the vrri e-of-farning areas in the state.

The four principal types of leases have been compared in this section.

The leases were classified according to the following definitions!

-'J. . Principle of Comparative Advanta.r;e Applied to Farm
Organization as found i -of-Far . Unpublir . D.
thesis, p. 1£L, rd University, Cambridge, Mac ).
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1. Crop-share-plus-cash—-Any arrangemen I the landlord receives
as contracts- either
bui re or cropland or for any combination of these con-
tribu-

2. Crop-shp: 3 landlord receive: only a share
of factual rent for his land, boij ~ture.

3. All cash .' landlord 1. - contractual
rent a fi: ual payment for his contributicr. of land, buildings
and pasture.

4. Stock-sliare le: hich the landlord owns part of the
livestr 1 or port of the contractus! rent is represented by
rec, at liv:.

Table 4 indicates that the c - .s-cash lease was the most com»

an «f la^ce both for the State as a whole and also for each of the tyj?

of-faming areas. Fig, ows that this type of lease was concentrated in

soutlicentral and northeast Kansas. The highest percentage of this type of

lease occurred in southe; in Area 1. The percentage also was high

in Areas 6b and 8. In areas 10, 11 m :>wever, the percentage of crop-

share-pluc-cash leases decreased sharply, v'hoat is -incipal crop in

the western part of , and the crop-share lease is simple and customary.

Because wheat is the leading crop, there is a minimum of buildings and pasture

for which cash right be

Considerable variation occurred in the usage of the ex re lease.

The percentage of the crc - ase varied froa o.9 percent in Area 2 to

.7 percent in Area 10b. Plate I, . 3 shows that it was in use throu

out the State. This lease is adapted to cash-grain faming where little

participation in faming affairs is demanded of the landlord. Twenty-nine

percent of the leases in the sample were crop-share leases.

Of the 54-9 tenants who reported, only 22 were operating under the live-

stock-share lease. This was probably an insufficient sample from which to

draw many conclusions. An additional 34- leases were father-son arrangements
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and many of ther.e might have been classified as livestock-share leases. Type-

of-farming areas 3 and 4- had the largest percentage of livestock-share leases.

It was expected that the livestock-share lease would decline in importance

from the Flint Hills Area westward.

The all-cpsh lease represented approximately six per cent of the leases

reported. There was a tendency for the cash leases to decline in number from

east to vest. As was true of the livestock-share lease this was not thought

to be a sufficient number from which to draw any specific conclusions regard-

ing the location of the leases.

Certain tendencies v/ere noted, however, regarding the distribution of

leases. The crop-share lease was used throughout the state but the percentage

increased from east to west. The livestock-share lease and the cash lease

were not represented by enough cases to apply the results to any particular

part of the state. The use of the crop-share-plus-cash lease occurred the

most frequently of any of the leases. This lease was relatively more important

in the eastern and central portions of the state although it was used through-

out the state.

Length of Occupancy

A comparison of the various types of leases on the basis of length of

occupancy revealed no significant differences. Again the difficulty of having

an insufficient sample of all-cash and livestock-share leases to make pre-cir.o

comparisons and to draw definite conclusions was encountered.

The all-cash lease had the shortest length of occupancy of any of the

leases. (Table 5) When the leases were compared for any individual year,

there was considerable variation. However, a comparison of the leases on the
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Table 5. Cumulative percentage frequency distribution accord-

ing to the lenrrth-of-occupancy by type of lease for

Kansas, 1948. ZL

Years of Crop-share- Crop- All Livestock-

occupancy plus-ca,pto f^Bxe cc ;-- re al

1 • 13.3 4.6 7.0

2 IS.

6

. 30.0 22.8 20.2

3 34.5 37.2 % . 41. 36.5

4 4/. 44.1 60.0 45.5 45.4

5 .8 .3 66.7 54.6 54.0

6 59.0 57.3 66.7 59. 58,

7-9 70.1 66.7 76.7 68.3 69.2

10-12 79.7 76.1 90.0 .0 79.6

13-18 89.3 .3 93.3 95.5 .2

19-24 95.9 93.7 10C.C 100.0 95.6

nore than 7L 100.0 100.0 If 100. c 100.0

/l Source: Sample zail questionnaire

.
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length of occupancy for five years or less showed a -ore uniform result. The

crop-share-plus-cash and the crop-share leases had similar distributions

throughout their range. (Table 5)

The crop-share—plus-cash lease was considered separately because the

following section was devoted exclusively to it. Table 6 shows the length

of occupancy by type-of-farming areas, v/hen presented in this way, the numbers

for many of the types-of-farming areas were so small, that it is difficult to

draw conclusions from the results. In nearly all type-of-farming areas the

greatest concentration was in the first two class intervals. This would indi-

cate that the lease in most instances was made on a year-to-year basis and v

not continued for a considerable number of years. There did not seem to be

any marked indication that the length of occupancy varied according to the

geographical location.

It was difficult to obtain an accurate reasure of central tendency with

a distribution of this type. It was thought that more than one such measure-

ment should be presented to give a more complete picture. The following data

were presented to show a comparison of the arithmetic mean and the medians of

the length of occupancy for the four principal types of leases.

Aritimetic Mean :licn in
in years years

Crop-share-plus-cash 8.0 5*8

Crop-share 12.6 6.1

All cash 6*0 .

Livestock-share 6.6 5.5

All leases 8.0 5.8

The information above indicates that the greatest variation in the results

occurred when the means of the various distributions vara compared. The crop-
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share leare had the highest median and an arithmetic mean vMch was considera-

bly greater than any of the others* The cash lease ranked lowest in this

measure of central tendenc . t indicate less security of tenure

for the casii lease.

Extent of "written Leases

One measure of security of tenure is the presence of a written lease.

The four types of leases were compared on this basi; the results are

given in Table 7.

The all-cash lease was characterised by having the greatest percent.

of written leases. Although the cash lease is simple in nature, the fact

that a cash peynent is involved may induce certain individuals to ask for

ritten lease. The livestock-chare lease ranked next in the percent:

of written Tea—n. The complexity of the livestock-share lerse make;

written lease helpful and in some cases mandatory.

The snail number of observations for the all-cash and the livestock-

'e interpretation difficult. Sample bias Bight have affected

this item since the operators of larger ferns tend to respond to mail ques-

tionnaires more frequently than do the operators of small farms.

There was a substantially higher percentage of written leasee for the

crop-share-pl-. lease than there was for the crop-sliare. The cash

payment might make the use of a written lease desirable. M of the

plicity of the crop-share lease, there may be a temptation to use an oral

agreement. The crop-share lease is well adapted to sr ore one crop is

emphasised and the practices are standart" As agriculture becomes more

lex, however, the need for a formal written lease to which each party

may refer becomes more necessary.
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Table 7. The occurrence of written leases by type of lease for Kansas, 194-?. /l

Type of Total no. Timber Percent
lease of leases written written

Crop-share-plus-cas] .

.

290 109 37.6
Crop-share.". 159 34 21.4
All-cash 30 16 53.3
Livestock-share 10 45 .4

TOTAL 501 162 22J

/l Source: Sample nail questionnaire.

TIE CROP-SIIARE-PLUS-CASH LEASE

F.elation of Economic Rent to Sliare Rent

Economic rent is a payment attributable to land for its function in

production. The economist defines land as being the natural environment,

and it follows that rent is a payment ^nbutable to the owners of property

rights in the natural environment because of its contribution to product! c .

Economic rent would not arise unless land was scarce; If all the compo-

nents of our natural environment were so plentiful as to be free, then no one

part could command a return because another identical portion of nature could

be substituted for the original portion*

Rent arises because of this scarcity of our land resources. However,

since our land resources or our nature 1 environment is a gift of nature^ it

is frequently said th-t economic rent is an unearned return. The argument is

one that is difficult to refute when economic rent is considered from the

strndpoint of society as a whole* However, the economic rent that goes to

the individual landowner may or may not be an unearned income. If the land-

owner paid the future economic rent end capitalised the amount correctly

when he purchased the land, then his income is merely a return on his invest-

ment. Of course, if cost-price relationships change in such a way as to



increase the value of the land after the present landowner has purchased it,

then he would be the receiver of economic rent.

Contractual rent nay be defined as the return that is actually paid to

the landowner. It nay or nay not contain economic rent. The rent actually

paid to the landowner night merely be a portion of the original investment

returned to him* This would be the case if an exploitative type of farming

were followed and the value of the land were reduced by the amount of the

return. Contractual rent will equal econordc rent under competitive condi-

tions. In the absence of such conditions it nay be less or it nay exceed

economic rent. Contractual rent, then, may include return to capital, land,

and a portion of the invested capital.

Throughout this discussion share rent represented part of the contrac-

tual rent to the landowner. Since most of the land that was discussed was

roved lend, the contractual rent also included a return to the landowner

for his investment in buildings, fences, fertilisers, terraces, and other

rovements* In many cases the value of these improvements may have

exceeded the value of the land.

Share Renting

The Theory of Share-" entire. The problem of farm leasing systems was

approached fron the standpoint of the individual firm under competitive condi-

tions. Other individuals have used this rpproach and have contributed mur

of the material presented in this section* The contribution of the present

author was largely that of refinement and extension of tecliniques developed

by other individuals.

T—^

Review of Literature — Section on Theory of Farm Leasing Cyste .

Marshall, Schickele and Heady*
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The application of the theory of leasing to the crop-sharo-plus-cash lease

made certain assumptions necessary. J theoretical model of the lease w

assumed and was used as a basis for the analysis. It mu recognized tliat the

assumed lease nay not be exactly represented in the real world* Because of

this, results must be applied to the real world with caution. After an analysis

has been completed, the original assumptions may be relaxed and the effects

of this relaxation taken into account* This approach made possible an analysis

which otherwise would not have been possible.

The crop-share-plus-cash lease that was used as a theoretical model had

the following characteristics:

1. A share of the crop is given by the tenant to the landowner as rent

for the land used in the production of the crop.

2. A cash payment is made by the tenant to the landowner for other land

and buildings.

3* The lease is for one year's duration and all production plans must

be made upon that basis.

4-* The landowner furnishes all land and buildings together with all

major repairs or expenses connected with either.

5. All movable equipment, labor and livestock and the expenses attached

to each are furnished by the tenant. In addition, all exper.:

connected with the seeding, tilling and harvesting of the crop are

borne by the tenant.

6. Both the landlord and the tenant are motivated purely by economic

considerations

.

An additional assumption of competitive conditions was made.

In actual use the lease described above has certain important effects upon

the intensity of operation. This change in the intensity of operation results
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from the fact that the control of the various resources is divided.

The tenant is faced with a situation in which the land and buildings i

given. To these fixed factors he will apply units of variable factors of

production. He receives only a portion of the resulting product, and as a

consequence does not carry the r ticn of the variable factors to the point

that he would if he were to receive the entire product.

This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. C. An entrepreneur wlio is in full

control of all factors of production would receive the full product and have

an output of P (Fig. 6) . /,t this point marginal cost and marginal revenue

would be ecurted. However, the tenant, operating under the lease just descri"

nust give a share of the product as rent (in this case, one-third) . This will

affect the number of units of variable factors applied and hence the level

of output. represents the tenant's marginal revenue curve. D is two-

thirds A and represents the tenants portion of each unit produced. It

was previously assumed that the tenant furnished all variable costs necessary

to the production of the crop. If this is true, then the marginal cost curve

is completely under the influence of the tenant since marginal cost is derived

from variable cost. The tenant will equate marginal cost and marginal revenue

at point n and an output of 8 will result. As a consequence a farm operated

under these conditions will be operated less intensively.

When the farm is operated at an output of I, the profitability of the

farm is affected. If the marginal revenue an inal cost of the firm are

equated at an output of P, then any other output must be less profitable.

.o result is the same whether the tenant receives two-thirds cf the
total product and sells it at the current price or if he gets tve-thirds of

revenue of each unit produced. Both methods of division are practiced
in actuality.
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The area of the rectangle ACJI is larger tlian AELT. This vill always be the

case when rectangles ere determined by marginal and aversge total cost curves

of this relationship. l/Iien this situation occurs, none method of producing an

output of C P and dividing the additional profit should be devised.

The Sharing of Certain Variable Costs . A number of methods nay be used

to bring forth the more profitable level of output. The problem would not

arise under a system of owner-operatorship, and neither would it arise if the

land were leased for cash. A cash, payment would be in the nature of a fixed

cost and output would not be e function of this rent payment, therefore, the

tenant's optimum level of intensity would coincide with the optimum for t]

firm.

The difficulty, however, is not inherent in the crop-sharc-plus-cash or

- bar* lease. A rational! r of sharing certain variable costs

would do much to overcome the obstacle. This was shown by the following assumed

dai

Unit3 of
fertilizer

1 . . .

3

4

r
:

1C

Total
product

60 ...

GO

98

113

127

1/0

163

173

Marginal
product

20

15

U
13

12

11

10

g
Cost of fertilizer: $10.00 per unit,
Price of product: ' 1.00 per unit.
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Output

Fig. 7. Output and profit of the crop-share tenant when he pays all variable
costs contrasted with the output and profit when the owner shares

*
in certain variable costs. (MR 1 - tenant's marginal revenue, ATC -

»

firm's average total cost, MR - firm's marginal revenue, MC 1 -

tenant's marginal cost, MC - firm's marginal cost.)
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An entrepreneur faced with this situation would have equated marginal

cost and marginal revenue hy its of fertilizer. If, however,

a tenant (or landlord) had to give half the product to someone else, he would

only apply two units because it is here that marginal cost and his marginal

revenue are equal.

The principle involved is the sane as tliat referred to previously. B

landlord need not share in all the variable costs to get the optimum output.

(Fig. 7) . If by agreement or custom the tenant will apply inputs sufficient

to produce output I, then the landlord by sharing in the remaining variable

costs will induee the tenant to produce output P. In Fig. 7 it may be seen

that when units of a variable factor are applied which would produce an output

K and the landlord began to share in the marginal cost in the same proportion

in which he shared in the product, then the tenant's marginal cost curve

changed from MC t©HC», M C will intersect M K' at the same output that

M C intersects M R and this is the optimum output for the firm.

When the tenant has applied a sufficient number of variable factors to

produce an output of N, these variable costs become fixed to him wit"

the one-year time span here assumed. Therefore, if some method is devised

whereby he may produce additional units the revenue from which is greater

than the additional cost it will be a profitable method for him to use. He

will produce until his marginal cost equals his marginal revenue. In the

assumed situation it will coincide with the optimum for the firm. K C is

so constructed that at any point it is two-thirds the distance from the hori-

zontal axis to N C. Since C D is two-thirds A, H C must intersect R F.» at K.

In those areas where intensive culture is not practiced or where practices

are fairly well standardised this tendency of the tenant to curtail production

under the crop-s^are lease is probably not pronounced. It can be observed
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that in the real world thoce crops which are cultivated intensively are not

Crown to any extent under the crop-share lease where the tenant furnishes

all the variable costs. les are cotton, tobacco and sugar beets. •*-

Data were collected on the sharing of the cost of fertilizer in Kansas

for those tenants operating under the crop-share-plus-cash lease. Those

data are presented in Tabic ''. Forty per cent of the leases were so con-

structed that the landowner and tenant cleared in the cost of the fertilizer

ir. the C3a:e way they shared in the product. It has j>reviously been illus-

trated that any arrangement other than this will result in a level of

intensity that is not the noct profitable for the fins as a whole. Thirty-

nine per cent of the leases were so arranged that either the landowner or

the tenant bore all of the cost of the fertilizer.

Share of Crop Given in Kansas under Provisions of the Cron-Share-Plus-

Cash-Lease . The data showing the share of crop given as rent were collected

from farms where the landlord did not pay any of the expense of the seed.

It was thought that the results would be more comparable if this were done.

In type-of-farming Areas 1, 2 and 3 one-tliird was the predominant share

of wheat given as rent (Table 9, Plate II) . In area A the common rent was

two-fifths of the crop. One-third was the predominant share in the remain-

der of the state, however, with the exception of Area 12 where the one-fourth

share vac equally important * The share of vhert given as rent has increased

since 194-0. Raising wheat has been more profitable since 1940 and the

competition of tenants for land has become more intense. As a consequence

the share of wheat given as rent has risen.

3-U. S. Census, op. cit.

2Hilding Anderson, op. cit., pp. 27-30.
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common share of corn given as rent in Area 1 was one-third. (Plate III)

In area 2 it was two-fifths- with one-third being given in some cases (Table 1C,

Plate III) . Area 3 was characterized by two-fifths of the corn crop being

given as rent while :'n Area A one-half was the customary share. One-third

was the cc b for the renainder of the state with the exception cf

Area 8 where two-fifths was customs: .

Grain box b another important crop grown throughout' the state. One-

third was reported as being the cordon share rent throughout the state with

the exception of two areas (Plato I ) . In Area A one-Iialf was the nodal

share while in Area 12 one-third and one-fourth were of equal importance.

It is to be expected that the share rent would decrease from east to

west across Kansas. Yields tend to decrease in this same direction. Tenants

are willing tc give a higher slicrc of the crop on land that will yield more

with t ount of labor and capital expended on it. Iendcmers ere

aware of this differential and are in a position to demand a higher contractual

rent. The purchase price they had to pay for the land may have reflected

this difference in productivity.

The results which are summarized above and presented in Table 10 and

Plates II, III and IV may have had limited validity due to the smallness of

the sample. '. hese data should be interpreted as being indicative of the

share rent r;ivcn rather tliar. absolute measuronent.

Cash Payments

Cash payments made under provisions of the lease considered are usually

for the use of buij for pasture or for both. This may be a desirable

ctice to the extent that it allows the landlord a return on the investment

made on the improvements. Under the simple crop-share lease, the landowner's



OF PLATE II.

Burster of farmers reporting share of wheat given as rent in Kaunas,

as indicated by sample nail questionnaire.

- One-third

- Two-fifths

(In addition, there wore two farcx-re reporting one-fourth share given, and

two farcers reporting one-half char oh dot represents one fanner

reporting a share.)



Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

PLATE II.



II.

Nunber of farr.ers importing various share8 of com given as rent In Kansas,

19^, as indicated ty saaple mail questionnaire.

Fig. 10 - One-third

Pig. 11 - feo-om

- One-half

lot represents one farrier reporting : hare)



Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

PUTE III.



IV.

Number of forcers reporting various shares of grain sorghur. given r-s rent

in Kansas as indicated by : -rsail questionnaire.

, 13 - One-third

. U, - Tvo-fiff

. 15 - Cne-half

(In addition, there were tvo farner rtinn cne-fourth . Each

dot represents one farner reporting that shore.)



Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

PLATE IV.



return is in terms of the crop products alone> end any investment made in build-

ing improvements will not increase his share of the product except that it may

attract a better tenant.

If, however, the cash payment exceeds the true productivity of the build-

ings or the pasture, the tenant may then emphasize crops at the expense of

livestock. He nay want to plow up pasture and put it into crops on which the

rent is not so high. If the rent charged for buildings and pasture is too low,

e different situation may result. The landowner will not be willing to make

investments in improvements for which he is not being comperes ted adequately.

The rate of pasture rent decreased from east to west, with the exception

of southeast Kansas. 11) The highest pasture rent was reported for

Area 3 and the lowest was in Areas 10, 11 and 12 which were grouped together

because of the smallness of the sample in those areas, /.rea 5, which, repre-

sents the Bluestem area, reported an average rate of £2.07 per acre wii

range of || .73 to . . The range was presented for each type of farming area

since considerable variation was shown in some of the results.

The cash payment for buildings alone range 1 from a low in Area 9 of ('20.00

per farm to a high in Area 1 of ;iZ,l.ll. The small number of observations in

many of the areas may give the results limited validity.

Many of the farmers reporting did not indicate the amount of the cash pay-

ment due to buildir pasture individually but reported the
i one pay-

rent. In practice it may be paid in a lump sum.

This payment ranged from a high, in /rea 9 of { 235.00 to a low in tern 3 of

.25 per farm. Areas /,, 7 and 8 had no farms which were reported as being in

this category.
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Custom may play a very iaq ortant part in the determination of the cash

payment to be made under provisions of the crop-share-plus-cash lease. A

farm that has always brought the landlord p. certain cash rent in addition

to his share of the crop nay be expected to continue to rent for that amount.

In most cases it 13 doubtful if any attempt is rade to pay for the buildings

on the basis of their contribution to the productivity of the farm. Under

competitive conditions, the price of the buildings would equrl their produc-

tivity.

/ comparison of Tables 10 and 11 showed that the cash rent paid for

buildings and pasture has increased since 194-0. This indicates the high price

period for the intervening years had increased the competition among tenants

and had forced cash payments upward. Competition may, in the short run, force

the rent above the productivity of the buildi- nture.

It was impossible from the data available to ascertain if the increased

payments for buildings and pasture were made on the basis of increased produc-

tivity of those items or whether it was a privilege rent due to the increased

;"itability of grain farming. If custom was sufficiently rigid to prevent

the share of crop given as rent from reflecting the current productivity of

the land, then the cas! at might have been the adjusting device. Share

rents did increase from 1940 to 194£ but not to any great extent. Both cus-

tom and competition probably have an effect on the amount of cash actually paid.

The Relation of Length of Occupancy to the Principle of Kqui-
1 Returns

/ccording to the principle of equi-marginal returns an entrepreneur will

expand resources upon his various enterprises to the point where the marginal

returns from each are just equal. This principle will determine the number and
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size of enterprises in the organization.

Table 12. Cash payr.ents for pasture and buildings for crop-sliare-plus-
cash leases ir. Kana: . /l

Type-of-
'asture - uildings : I uilding

o . of Ho. of : 'o. of
farming

cbserv *.ve. Rent observa- Ave : observa- rage
area

tione acre ti< ent : tior>s

1 . -

.

1. 141.11 10 134.50
2 , 1.71 5 115. 10 .50

3 4 5.00-5.35 5.04 mm - 4 76.

4 20 l.OC-7.50 3.25 - - - -

5, 20 .73-5. r.07 6 101.67 8 154.38
6a 11 L, - . 2.06 2 75.00 5 167.00
6b 32 1.00-4.CO 1. 19 11?. 10 HI. 50

7 4 1.00-1.90 1.12 1 75.00 - -

8 22 . - .00 1.87 2 41.00 - —

9 17 . -5.00 1.08 5 20.00 *s 235. CO

1C11.12 a ,17-:. ,77 * 107-00 1 175.0C

/l Source: Data fron sanple nail questionnaire.

The typical tenant farner does not, however, react to this principle in

the sane way as th« owner-operator. The tenant can not be cure of a suffi-

ciently perranent tenure so tliat he can receive full returns fron all enter-

prises. According to data presented in Table 4» 53 per cent of all the ex

share-plus-cash leases had a length of occupancy of 5 years or less. Such

conditions are not conducive to the adoption on tenant operated ti ms of such

enterprises as dairy herds, fruit trees, or a beef-cow herd. Conversely,

those enterprises that will yield a return in a short period of tine will be

those that will be enphasized. In Kansas these enterprises would be wheat,

corn and hogs. In normal tines the latter group will be in oversupply while

the fomer group are relatively r.orc scarce.

The effects of insecure tenure nay be far reaching in nature. The enphasis

on one year enterprises leads not only to overproduction of certain connoditier

but also to an exploitative typo of faming. It is difficult to apply soil-
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conserving practices when great emphasis is placed upon such crops as corn

and wheat. Livestock are an important par oil conservation programs in

Host parts of Kansas, and it lias already been pointed out tliat it my be to

the advantage of the tenant to de-emphasise livestock production.

In addition to the purely economic aspects of insecure tenure on tenant

fares there are a host of sociological effects on rural communities that

should be considered. The local school, government cr.a church are all affected

by a large proportion of insecure tenants in the community. The econc:

effects of insecure tenure tot be so serious in the western parts of the

state where one-crop faJ on. ITowev r, the sociological effects

continue to be present. Te?-rncy itself is not to blare for this situation.

Insecure tenure is not unique with the orop-share-plus-cash lease but is

typical of all tenancy in Kansas. This need aot continue, however, to be

true.

Mary suggestion been made by various writers as to means of encour,

ing longer tenure. It is not possible to give credit for the original idea

but the present author has summarized the opinions and suggestions wluch follow:

1. The leasing arrangement should be written to prevent I rstanding

and dispute. All important provisions that relate to the operation

of the farm should be included in the written lease. Provision for

so" tling any dispute which right arise is also a desirable addition.

2. The type of lease should fit the type of farms and the individuals

concerned and should divide the product according to the contribiitions

of each.

3. Regardless of the type of lepse adopted, any custom or practice that

would prevent the farm from attaining its maximum profitableness



should he modified, changed or eliminated.

The farm unit should be of sufficient size to provide the tenant with

a satisfactory standard of living and for the landlord to attrac

satisfactory tenant.

5. Cc t.ion for une3±austed improvements and for disturbance I

long been recognized as an important point in the attainment of longer

term leases.

The observance of the above points should improve the security of tenure

on rented farms. The fifth
; cially important because both landowner

and tenant tend to lose by frequent movement of the tenant. Security of tenure

or a reduction of the uncertainly uhl<Sh nou faces the tenant farmer is neossaiy

if he is to allocate Ms resources as cost-price relationships would dictate.

SUMMARY A1TD CONCLUSIONS

cording to data collected from a statewide survey in Kansas there were

four principal types of leases in use. Listed in terms of numerical importance

these leases are the crop-share-; lus-cssh, the crop-share, the all-cash, and

the liveslc re.

The crop-share-plus-cash lease was used throughout the state. This lease

was relativ re important in the northeastern and central portions of the

state. The crop-share lease was of greater relative importance in the western

part of the state. The all-cash, lease was used more frequently in the eastern

portion of the state. Thi: Iso true of the livestock- lease.

The relation of length of occupancy to type of lease was studied. The

crop-share lease had a greater average length of occupancy than the other leases.

The all-cash lease had the shortest average length of occupancy. The variation



among the leases was not great, and it was difficult to drew any clear-cut

conclusions. Fifty-four per cent of all leases had an average length of

occupancy of five years or less. The all-ca3h lease exceeded the average

with 67 per cent of the lei length of occuprncy of five

years or less. The other type of leases had distributions remarkably near

the average distribution.

The number of written leaeea was thought to be a significant point of

orison for the various types of lenses. The all-cash lease had 53 per

cent of its leases written with the highest percentage of an;

Twenty-one per cent of the crop-share leasee vrere written. This was the

lowest percentage of written 1 for any tyr-e-of-ler
i .

' irty-four

per cent or about one-third of all lecses were written.

Theoretical treatment indicated that the ^oint of optimum intensity for

the crop-sliare tenant no; not le the same as the optimum for the firm if it

were operated owner-operator. This results from dual control of

resources. This is not inherent in crop-share leases but occurs as the lease

is used in actuality. The sharing of certain variable costs in proportion

to the way the product ic shared would eliminate this difficulty. Neither

would the situation occur if the farm were operated by the owner or the lend

was leased for cash*

One variable cost that Bight b« d is the cost of fertilizer. Accor

ing to the data collected /+C per cent of erop-ehare-plus-cash leases were so

constructed that the landlord and tenant shared in the cost of fertilizer

in the same way they shared in the product* Theoretically, any arrangement

other then this would result in a levV^of output which would be less profit-

ble for the firm as a whole. Thirty-nine per cent of the leases were so arranged
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that either the laadovBer or the tenant bore ell the cost of the fertilizer.

The share of usually given as share rent decreased from cast to

vest. In northeastern Kansas the predominant share was two-fifths. The

extreme western p :-tion of the state was characterised by some one-fourth

crop shares being given as rent. In the renainder of the state one-third

was the predominant share. Grain sorghums followed this pattern closely

except that one half war r-iven in some instances in the northeastern portion

of the state. Cor- 2d fro: -If in the northeastern portion

of the state to one-third in the more westerly portions of the state.

Under provisions of the crop-share-plus-cash lease, t3 e cash paid is

usually for pasture or for buildings. To the extent the cash payment represents

the productivity of these items It is a desirable practice* In the absence of

a payment the landc- little incentive to rake or repair improvements.

If the payment is too snail or less than the productivity of the improvements,

the landowner may still have little incentive to ir.- rove his lrnd. If, how-

ever, the payment exceeds the productivity of the build: nd pasture, the

tenant may be discoura,

Data were collected to establish the typical rate of 1 nt for

buildings and pasture. The avert ture rent varied from en average of

.7 per acre in the western portion of the state to f5»0/f In the er stern

portion* The average payment for buildings varied from $20*00 ir . -of-

ir.~ .'rea 9 to ?1Q..00 in Type-of-Farming /rea 1. The amount of cash rent

both on a per farm and per acre basis had increased from 19/+C . Custom and

competition both may play an Important part in the establishment of a cash

rent* Cash rent may be varied rather than share rent when it is thought the



ra is inadequate or if it is held relatively fixed by custom.

The typical tenant fanner who rents his farr. on a year to year basis I

little security of tern . ' • influences Ids far- orations, lie vd.ll

enp' those •Hterprises thpt have short production peric:' . result

in an exploitative type of faming and may accentuate overproduction probl-

in certain corrioditios. In addition there ray be certain undesirable socio-

logical effects resulting fron insecure tenure.

The crop-sliaro lease, as used in Kansas, nay have certain undesirable

characteristics. se undesirable characteristics pre not i rent result

fro™ the landlord recor of the crop but result fron customs

and practices eoranonly associated with the lease. It is thought that Improve-

ment of the lease itself is -ore desirable than its abolition and the advocacy

of any other one type of ] universal pcrncv
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APPENDIX

Co-operative Extension Uork
in

Agriculture and Hor.e "cor.o:

te of Kansas

Kansas State College of Agriculture
and Applied Science and United States

rtment of Agriculture Cooperating

Manhattan

Extension Service
Agricultural Specialists

July 19, 1948

Dear Cooperator:

If you will fill out this questionnaire it will be your part in a
cooperative survey of le*4 i-rangenents in Kansas to determine customary
1—

i

ring ractices. Information core ' idual leases will be treated
confidentially. Your answers will be summarised with nany others. This
information from all counties of the State will be helpful in developing better
leases and in solving some of the problems of fnrm tenancy. Your answers to
the questions below will help tenants and lav t all over the State.

olf addressed envelope which requires no postage is enclosed for
your convenience in returning this cuestionne:'- .

Appreciating your early cooperation, I am

Very truly yours,

J. H. Coolidgc
Extension Economist

Your County Your Township.,

Total acreage farmed by you (both rented and owned)

How much land rented from others is cultivgted?
and how much is grass? (acr (rcres)

(ceres)

_. If you rent from r.creFrom liow many landlords do you rent?
than one landlord kindly apply the following cucstions to the (one)
lease which is most common in your community.

1. How long have you rented from this landlord^

2. Do you have a written lease?

yer.rr

.

3. If so, for how many years is the lease written at one time?
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4« Indicate the type of lease or rental agreement which you have with your
landlord. (Check one.)
a. Crop-share

]

d. Livestoek-sliarc
b. Crop-share plus cash e. Father-son
c. All-cash f . Other

5. If sone cash rent is paid, how much -per acre (a) for cropland?
;

(b) for pasture? ; (c) for hay meadow? .

6. How much is paid per year for the use of buildings?
If cash rent is not rr.id for buildir.es, what is your agreement con-

ning pay for the use of buildings?

7. Do you have electricity in your hou
Do you have running water in the house?

j other buildings? _
- Who paid for the

installation of these conveniences? (Landlord or tenant)

• . Indicate the landlord's share of crops harvested and his responsibility
for furnishing seed in

a. Cash crops:

Wheat

Ccrn

Grain sorghuns

Alfalfa liay

Prairie hay

Share of crop
to landlord
(per cent)

Seed furnished
landlord

(per cent)

b. If alfalfa is dehydrated, what is the division of receipts?

Per cent to landlord j per cent to tenant .

When seed is purchased for a new stand of alfalfa, with the
understands: bat one or nore crops are to be dehydrated, who
pays for the sc

c. What is the landlord's share of cc si. income from each of the
following:
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Cattle

Per cent to
landlord

ma

to

. Per cent to

landlord

Poultr;- and eggs

Ho Dairy products

Sheep Govt, paynents (AAA)

d. Does tjle landlord receive

r cent goes

3h income fron wheat pasture?

If GO, the landlord?

9. IIov is the cost of each of the following items divided on this fam?

Per cent ;aid Per cent paid RoDerka
by ter by landlord

Tractor fuel, oil and grc-

Comercial fertiliser

Custon combining

Hay baling hired

Corn shelling 'ired

Silo filling hired
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Table 13. tlunber of questionnalraa nailed to and the responses fron each county
in Kansas for the I questionnaire,. (1948)

Ho « inailed Ho, responses: "o. Boiled
*

:o. responses

Allen 83 12 Linn 41 5
Anderson 13 6 Logan 33 4.

Atchison 75 17 Lyon 110 15
Barber 43

a- McPhorson 130 20
Barton 111 18 Marion 71 10
Bourbon 50 6 Marshall
Brown 114 23 Meade 40 10
Butler 146 26 uti 96 22
Chase 40 10 Mitchell 55 6
Chautauqua 51 7 Montgomery 89 7
Cherokee 144 21 Morris 67 10
Cheyenne 59 12 Morton 15 2
Clark 30 7 Neralia 134 25
Clay 88 11 Heosho 42 8
Cloud 92 12 Ness 55 9
Coffey/1 Norton 68 14
Comanche 28 Osage 92 16
Cowley 155 33 Osborne 49 10
Crawford 100 15 Ottawa 60 7
Decatur 51 9 Pawnee 95 20
Dickinson 120 18 PhiUi 90 13
DoniphanA PottawatonieZl
Douglas 82 5 Pratt 56 14
Edwards 43 3 Rawlins a 10
Elk 58 6 Reno 178 37
Ellis 63 4 Republic 110 13
Ellsworth/l Rice 100 29
Finney 51 11 Riley 58 12
Ford 61 13 Roc 79 /..

Franklin 165 32 Rush 62 10
Geary 31 3 Russell 88 14
Gove 26 7 Saline 78 10
Grahaia 46 6 Scott 27 7
Grant 11 1 Sedgwick 174 29
Gray 25 8 Seward 56 10
Greeley/1 Shawnee 103 19
Greenwood 95 20 Sheridan 33 9

ilton 4 Sherman 21 1
Ear ;o 22 Srdth/1
Harvey 1L4 Stafford 65 11
Haskell 25 5 Stanton 13
Hodgemn 36 5 Stevens 33 2
Jackson 78 13 Sunner 165 24
Jefferson 51 H Thorns 30
Jewell 100 ll Trego 44 8
Johnson 35 6 WabaunseeA
Kearny 27 4 Wallace 11 1
Kingnan 100 16 Washington 118 16
Kiowa 34 9 1 chita 11 1
Labette 8S 6 Wilson 121 21
Lane 33 8 '.'oodson 55 6
Leavenworth 95 Ifi ndotte 26 10
Lincoln^ Total 6659 1131

IX. Bo nailing list received.
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Table 16. Frequency distribution of the lenrth of occunancy
by type-of-lease i.- il

Years of Cr :e- Crop- Livestock-
occupancy

1

..-cash chare err". share Total

24 4 1 35
2 30 27 5 4 66
3 46 26 6 4 82
4 30 11 3 1 45
5 26 13 2 2 43
6 15 1 24

32 15 3 2 52
10 - 12 15 5 52
13 - 18 28 13 1 1 43
19 - 24 19 15 2 1 37
nore tlian 12 10 22

Total

A Source

150 30 22 501

: Sarple nail questionnaire

.

Table 17. Percentage frequency distribution of tin length of
occupancy by -of-lease in Kansas, 194S. /l

Years of Crop-sharc- Crc All Livestc;
occupancy "lus-cash sliare re Total

1 3.8 13.3 4.6 7.0
2 10.3 17.0 16.7 18.2 13.2
3 u. 16.4 20.0 18.2 16.3
4 10.3 6.9 10.0 4.5 8.9
£j 9.0 8.2 6.7 ,

6 5.2 5.0 4.6 4.C7-9 11.1 . 10.0 9.1 10,
1C - 12 9.6 9.4 13.3 22.7 10.4
13 - 18 9.6 . 3.3 4.5 8.6
19 -

.
r
;.4 6.7 4.5 7.4

nore than ;?4 4.1 6.3 4.4

/l Source! Sa ail questionraire

.
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TRACT OF THESIS

The purpose of the thesis was to describe and analyze the crop-share-

plus-cash lease as it is used in Kansas. The description was based upon empiri-

cal data collected by a sample nail survey. Economic theory was used to analyse

the lease and to indicate the effects of different alternatives which might be

suggested as Improvements

•

The nailing list for the mail survey was compiled with the coopera-

tion of the Production and Marketin; istration and the Kansas State College

Extension Service. The county agricultural agents in all counties were asked

to select every tenth tenant from the files of their local PliA office. Mailing

lists were received from 96 of the 105 counties in Kansas, A total of 6,659

questionnaires were mailed to tenants and 1,131 were returned in useable condi-

tion. This constituted a 17 per cent response. This sample was compared with

another sample as a check for bias. The check sample ur.s drawn by the Iowa

Statistical Laboratory at Iowa otate College in cooperation with the Bureau of

cultural Economics, The farmers drawn in this sample wore interviewed

personally. There was a smaller percentage of farmers with small acreages

responding to the mail survey than there was in the check sample. This type

of bias is usually encountered when a mail survey is used since larger farmers

tend to respond to mail questionnaires* lio attempt was made to adjust for this

bias because of the small size of the e le.

The author drew upon others for their contributions to the theory

of farm leasing systems. Economic theory was used as a tool to determine the

actions of the lessor and lessee as they operated under the terms of the lease

in question.



According to data collected ttaa the statewide nail survey there

were four principal types of leasee is use in Kansas, Listed in terms of

numerical importance thesa leases are the crop-share-plus-cash, the crop-share,

the all-cash, and the livestock-share.

The crop-share-plus-cash lease was used in all parts of t te«

This lease uas relatively more important in the northeastern and central

portions of the state than in Western Kansas. The crop-share lease uas of

greater relative i-portance in the western part of the state. The all-cash

lease uas used more frequently in the eastern portion of the si ate* This was

also true of the livestock-share lease*

crop-share lease had a greater average length of occupancy than

the other leases. The all-cash lease had the sliortest average length of occu-

pancy. The variation among the leases uas not great, and it uas difficult to

drau definite conclusions. Fifty-four per cent of all leases load an aver,

length of occupancy of five years or less. The all-cash lease exceeded the

average with 67 per cent of the leases liaving an average length of occupancy

of five years or less* The other types of leases had distributions near the

average distributio ,

m all-cash lease had 53 per cent of its leases written with the

highest percentage of any type of leas onty-one per cent of the crop-share

leases uere written. This was the lowest percentage of written leases for any

type of lease* Thirty-four per cent or about one—third of all leases uere

written.

Theoretical treatment indicated that the point of optimum intensity

for the crop-share tenant may not be the same as the optimum for the owner-

operator* s firm* This results from dual control of resources. This difficulty

is not inherent in the crop-share type of leasing but occurs as the lease is



use' in actuality. The sharing of certain variable costs in proportion to

the '.jay the product is "Id eliminate this difficulty. Neither would

the situation occur if the farm were operated by the owner or the land were

leased for cash.

One variable cost "red is the cost of fertilizer.

According; to the data collected AO per cent of crop-shrre-plus-cash leases

were so constructed that the landlord and tenant share:! the cost of fertilizer

in the same product. Theoretically, any arran -enent

other titan this would result in a level of output which would be less pro-

fitable for i I as a whole. Thirty-nine per cent of the leases were so

arran "ed that either 'he landowner or the tenant bore all the cost of the

fertilizer.

The connc >f wheat givan MM rent decreased from east

to west. In northeastern Kansas the predominr re was two-fifths. There

were some one—fourt' in the e:rtrene western portion of the

state. In the remainder of t: te one-third - predominant share.

in sorghums followed this pattern closely except that one-half was "iven

in sane instances in the nor -Lion of t?te. Corn shar

varied from one-half in the northeaster part of the state to one-third

in the more westerly portions of the state.

Under provisions of the crop-sliare-plus-cash lease, the cash rent

paid is usually for pasture or for buildings. To the errtent the cash pay-

ment represents the productivity of these it osirable practice.

In the absence a payment the landowner has little incentive to take

or repair improvements. If t' tent is too small or lesr than the pro-

ductivity of Site, the landowner may still have little incentive

to improve his land. If, however, the ids the productivity of



the buildings and pasture, th :-.t may be discoir. "rom the ro'.ring of

livestock.

ta were collected' to establish the typical rate of cash payment

for buildings and pasture. The i o pasture rent varie 1 from an average

of §0.77 per acre in •tion of the state to *5.04 in the eastern

portion. The average payment for build. "ran C'20.00 in Type-of-

Farraing Area 9 to $141*00 in Type-c - Area 1. The amount of cash

rent both on a per farm and j ?d from 194-0. Ouston

and competition both may play ortant part in the establ" t of a

cash rent. Cash rent nay be rent whon it is

thou-ht the share is inadequate or if it is hold re: f custo .

The typical tenant farmer irho rent, hirm on a year-to-year

basis has little \hty of tenure. Thir to emphasize those

enterprises that have short production periods. This nay result in an

exploitative type of faming and nay accentuate overproduction problems in

certain comaodities . J tion there ma ortain undesirable socio-

ical effects resultin • from insecure tenure.

The crop-,"" r - lus-ensh lease, ac used in Kansas, may liave certain

undesirable characteristics. These undesirable characteristics do not ensue

from the landlord receiving his rent as a share of the crop bv bed

fron customs and practices surround! . It is thought that improve-

ment in the lease itself is more desirable than its elimination and the advo-

cacy of any other one type of lease as a universal panacea.


